Even as children, we intuitively sense that what we perceive with our eyes is coupled to our motivational state. It is evident in movies in which a greedy villain sees a gullible victim as a dollar sign, or in cartoons where the hungry animal hallucinates that his companions are delicious steaks. Though we do not literally see our friends as donuts, we accept that our minds assign value to the things we see. This is because sensory processing is not just about determining what objects are out there in the world, but it is also deeply intertwined with what we want to do with those objects. Likewise, this behavioral relevance clearly depends on state-if you are hungry, you are primed to detect food. But where in the brain do stimuli get tagged with behavioral relevance, and how can this tagging be modified by the current motivational context?
In this issue of Neuron, Burgess et al. (2016) address this question by examining the representation of food cues and hunger state in the visual system of mice. To do this, they sought out the intersection of circuits involved in vision and hunger. On the vision side, primary visual cortex (V1) extracts basic features of the image, such as oriented edges, while more complex features are processed in subsequent higher-order ''extrastriate'' visual areas, which build up representations of object identity and other properties (Orban, 2008) . On the hunger side, human imaging studies have shown that hunger increases neural responses to a visual food cue in the amygdala and higher visual areas of the lateral occipital complex, but not V1 (LaBar et al., 2001; van der Laan et al., 2011) . These studies suggest that a circuit between amygdala and higher visual areas may link vision and hunger in humans, but which visual areas do these correspond to in the mouse? In rats, lesions to postrhinal cortex (POR), a putative ventral stream extrastriate area and homolog of the primate parahippocampal cortex, result in deficits in object recognition and the assignment of affective value (Bussey et al., 2000; Sacco and Sacchetti, 2010) . Thus, Burgess et al. (2016) focused on POR, with V1 as a comparison.
In order to examine how food-related visual cues are represented along the visual pathway, Burgess et al. (2016) trained head-fixed mice in a go/no-go visual discrimination task, pairing drifting gratings of three different orientations with three different outcomes: a high-calorie liquid food reward, an aversive bitter quinine solution, or no outcome. Animals learned to lick within a 2 s response window following the food cue, but not following the aversive or neutral cues. Importantly, food-restricted mice performed at a higher level (increased lick rate) than sated mice, demonstrating that the behavior, and thus potentially the neural representation, is modulated by the animal's hunger state. Burgess et al. (2016) measured neural activity in V1 and POR using in vivo twophoton calcium imaging of layer 2/3 cells expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f. Because this was the first recording of visual responses in POR, they initially demonstrated that neurons had orientation-selective and retinotopically organized visual responses. Furthermore, presentation of the two orientations of gratings that would correspond to food and aversive outcomes drove roughly equal numbers of cells in POR of naive animals.
After training, however, there was a striking increase in the number of POR cells responding to the food cue-nearly twice as many neurons responded to the food cue compared to the aversive cue. On the other hand, this preferential response to the food cue was not present in V1, demonstrating that it is a property that arises in higher visual areas.
The enhanced representation in POR was stable across imaging sessions. However, when Burgess et al. (2016) allowed the animals free access to the liquid food before a behavior session, the preferential response to the food cue in POR was abolished. In V1, there was no net change in preference whether the animal was hungry or sated. Thus, Burgess et al. (2016) demonstrate that cells in V1 encode primarily visual information, whereas cells in POR encode both visual and hunger-state information, but only when the animal is trained to associate the cues with food.
Where does the hunger-dependent food signal come from? Neuroimaging studies in healthy humans have shown co-modulation of activity in the amygdala and extrastriate visual cortex in response to emotional or novel visual stimuli (Wendt et al., 2011) . Imaging of patients with amygdalar lesions and experiments in non-human primates have demonstrated that increased activity in these visual cortical areas depends on inputs from the amygdala (Morrison and Salzman, 2010; Vuilleumier and Driver, 2007) . The amygdala can also link interoceptive information with sensory information, and studies in rodents have shown that the lateral amygdala is critical for the control of appetitive behaviors (Hatfield et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 2009 ). Thus, Burgess et al. (2016) explored the lateral amygdala (LA) as a possible source for the food signals in POR.
To determine whether the LA could directly communicate with POR, Burgess et al. (2016) examined anatomical connectivity between the two regions. Using both anterograde and retrograde tracing methods, they confirmed that LA and POR are reciprocally and directly connected in mice. Thus, POR could provide visual information to the amygdala, and the amygdala could return information about behavioral value, in a di-synaptic loop.
Next, Burgess et al. (2016) expressed the calcium indicator in LA neurons. However, instead of imaging the neuronal cell bodies, they measured activity in the axonal projections into POR, allowing them to directly observe the information that LA neurons provide to POR. They found that food preference in LA axons was even greater than in POR, with a nearly 4-fold increase in responsiveness to the food cue. As in POR, this food cue response was diminished if the animal was sated prior to the behavior session. Notably, LA did not project to V1, consistent with the absence of food or hunger signals there. Together, these data support a model where amygdalar projections to visual cortical areas function to label or enhance sensory processing of behaviorally relevant stimuli based on the current context. Intriguingly, the responses in LA axons were highly variable from trial to trial. Burgess et al. (2016) hypothesized that this could be due to variations in motivational state due to trial history. Indeed, the behavior depended on trial historyafter a food trial, mice responded more quickly on subsequent food trials, suggesting increased motivation. Consistent with this, they found that a significant fraction of LA axons and POR neurons were modulated by the trial history. Thus, the POR and amygdala are not just representing a general state-hungry versus notbut imbue the visual representation with a moment-by-moment encoding of the behavioral context. Burgess et al. (2016) also took advantage of the large ensembles of simultaneously recorded neurons to perform two population analyses. First, they showed that averaging all of the neurons, even with diverse preferences, resulted in a net increase of activity for food cues in POR. This summed population response provides a nice comparison with fMRI signals, which also show net increases in higher visual areas and the amygdala during hunger states (van der Laan et al., 2011) . Second, they analyzed the population responses on individual trials using a decoding approach. While a single neuron may have a noisy response on any given trial, they showed that a simple linear decoder applied to population responses in LA or POR, but not V1, performed better than chance at determining whether the animal was hungry or not, even as early as 200 ms into a single trial.
This study provides an important step forward in understanding how motivational state affects cortical processing of behaviorally relevant sensory cues. Burgess et al. (2016) identify a higher visual region in the mouse that shows enhancement of responses to food cues dependent on hunger, determine how this is represented at the level of individual neurons, and identify direct input from the amygdala as a potential source of contextual information. The imaging approach gave them several advantages, including the ability to record large ensembles of neurons and to follow these same neurons across different behavioral states and across multiple days. Perhaps most importantly, imaging activity in axons not only confirmed that the amygdala encodes the relevant state variables but that it conveys this information to POR. This type of approach will advance our understanding of how circuits communicating across multiple brain regions distribute and integrate different types of information.
While the current study demonstrates where appropriate information is encoded and transmitted, the next key step will be determining how these representations are generated at the circuit level. Indeed, Burgess et al. (2016) only show that LA axons encode the appropriate information, not that LA is necessary to generate the food preference in POR. Pathway-specific manipulations using optogenetics or chemogenetics could test this potential causal role. Furthermore, determining how the cortical circuit integrates these diverse inputs will be important. Are sensory and contextual information distributed to different populations of neurons, or to different compartments within individual neurons, such as basal versus apical dendrites? The current study also does not address how the sensory and contextual effects interact-because the association between visual cue and reward was fixed, Burgess et al. (2016) could not dissociate visual tuning versus contextual tuning. It is therefore unclear whether some neurons are purely visual while others are purely encoding food value, or whether they display a mixed selectivity.
A number of human disorders are associated with the inappropriate assignment of valence or motivational state, including drug addiction. Conditioned visual cues of food, smoking, and drugs activate similar brain regions (Tang et al., 2012) . It would be interesting to explore parallels between feeding behaviors and drug use in this context, particularly the role of sensory cues in relapse. Studies such as Burgess et al. (2016) that elucidate the neural circuits linking sensory and cognitive processing with motivation may provide new avenues for the prevention and treatment of these disorders.
